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Talk Turns To
Europe's Crisis
Prince Loewenstein Tells of
Unsound Internal Con-
dition of Germany
Mr. R. L. Buell, President of Foreign
Policy, Analyzes Two Dominant
Aspects of Present Era
AMERICA IS IN DANCER
Raymond Leslie Buell, president of
(he Foreign Policy association, and
Prince Hubertus Friedrich Loewen-
stein, Hitler's Public Enemy No. 1,
discussed Europe's Crisis—The Danger
to America at the Copley Plaza on
February 20.
Mr. Buell analyzed the two domi-
nant aspects of the present era-
social transformation and a liquida-
tion of the unequal peace set-
tlement of 1919. Mr. Buell men-
tioned the Scandinavian countries as
an example of governments which
have succeeded in making their eco-
nomic order meet the needs of the
people through the democratic process.
to a lesser degree, the partial success
of the British and American govern-
ments to the vast semi-academic edu-
cational program inaugurated es-
pecially in Denmark, and to the
intelligent conservative class which
has taken the initiative in reform.
On the other hand Mr. Buell pointed
out that the dictatorships have been
forced to take measures which are
easily understandable in the light of
their past history. Germany is suf-
fering from an inferiority complex,
said Mr. Buell, the result of a failure
to achieve national unity in
of intense nationalism; to c
balance that lack her leadei
attempted to regulate business
prise and to strengthen the peasant
class. These internal changes
been accompanied by a sacrifice of
Students Will Vote I
For Major Officers
Athletic Association, Barnswallows,
and College Government Select
Candidates for Election
Nominees for the major offices for
1937-38 have been selected by the
nominating committee of the respec-
organizations. Voting will take
in the dormitories, March 5 to 7.
ry Ganoe, Dora Walton, and
Gwendolyn Wilder are running for
Athletic association president; Eliza-
banders, Margaret E. Miller, and
Virginia Spangler for Barnswallows
president; while Carol Proctor, Dor-
othy Rich, and Frances Skinner will
n for Business manager of Barn-
For College Government president,
e candidates are Margaret Breen,
Katherine Forsyth, and Mary Bruce
Taylor. Nominees for Chief Justice
Superior court are Harriet Doane,
Rae Gilman, and Catherine Parker.
Edar Fleming, Mary Oellgaard and
Miriam Swaffield will run for Chair-
of House Presidents' council.
while Mary Guernsey, Gretchen Heald
Hilda Swett
Christian association president




Through the kindness of Professor
Beutler, director of the Goethe i
urn in Frankfort-am-Main, a s
Schiller's works has been sent t
Oerman department by the Ca:
Schurz memorial foundation,
books were to be awarded as a prize
to the undergraduate student who
should write the best paper on
.object in German classicism.
ner of the class of 1937.
invited guests
Friday evening, February 26, at ei
o'clock in the ballroom of Alumnae
hall.
The program, under the direction
of Miss Evelyn K. Wells of
partment of English
include eighteenth century songs
Mile. Ruet of the department of
French. Mr. Holmes and a string
ensemble will present a short program
of chamber music such as might have
been heard in the drawing rooms of
the early 1700s. The musicians will
also play appropriate dance tunes to
accompany three stately and grace-
ful country dances performed by a
group of students from the Inter-
mediate dance group, assisted by
members of the demonstrating staff
of the English folk
Boston. Singers chosen from the
class In English literature 310, under
the leadership of Mary Guernsey
'38, will sing eighteenth century
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 3)
Dr. McAfee Writes
To the Si Clat
I could not fail to be greatly
pleased with the gracious action of
your Class in electing me as one of
Its honorary members. I need
hardly say to you that a very
strong bond unites me to Wellesley
fair to pretend 1 had
iliar for a number of years,
remembered a sermon I had
preached there some years ago!
Could anything be more gratifying
to a College preacher?
Yet all these years I have natur-
ally stood afar off, realizing that as
a mere man I could hold no effec-
tive and permanent relation with
the long roll of graduates who
have so well served the world. Sud-
denly it all changes and I do get
in after all! My grateful accept-
ance of the election is like that of
President Roosevelt agreeing to be
President again for another four
years—he seems to do it, as I do,
with alacrity. But he feels no more
appreciation than I do.
that
kindly made me a member of the
Alumnae. I may properly address
words of counsel and admonition
to your President from time to










The Vienna choir boys (.The Weiner
Saengerknaben) will give the last
concert of the Wellesley series in
Mumnae hall, Thursday evening,
March 4, at 8:30 p.m. punctually.
These young singers have been trained
in the palace school founded by an
imperial decree in the year 1498. They
are making their fi
tour of this country.
The boys will sing here under the








MR. GREENE WILL CIVE
SUNDAY ORGAN RECITAL
Professor Edward Barry Greene of
the department of music will give an
organ recital in Houghton memorial
chapel Sunday, February 28, at
p.m. The program will be as fol
In Dir ist Freude 1








Es ist ein Ros' entsprungen. Bi
Maria George Aichinger








Wellesley will Send Twenty
Delegates to Represent
Foreign Countries
Students Serve on Six Committees
on World Problems; Tryouts
will be Held March 3
WATCH INDEX BOARD
The New England Model League of
Nations will meet this year at Har-
vard college on March 12 and 13.
Representatives from over twenty
New England colleges including Dart-
mouth. Amherst, Yale. Mount Holyoke
and Smith will sit on the six com-
mittees of the League and Welles-
ley is entitled to twenty delegates.
To Wellesley have been assigned
three countries, France, Afghanistan
and Bolivia, which her delegates will
the six committees: re-
the League and application
Covenant, 1
intellectual
Spanish Civil war, <
anged for the Vienna choir boys,
III.
Evening Song and Closing Scene
from Haensel and Gretel
Engelbert Humperdinck
The Night . . Franz Schubert
Waltz in A flat major
Johannes Brahms
The Spring Max Reger
MR. SALINAS WILL TALK
ON SPANISH HEROES
Professor Pedro Salinas, who holds
the Mary Wliitin Calkins professorship
for 1936-37 in the Spanish department
will lecture on Los personajes creados
por la literatura espanola. Wednesday,
March 3, at 7:30 p. m. in Pendleton
hall. The lecture will be in Spanish,
and the public is invited. After the
din'1'iwi:
League is less than
/ay, the Forum under
f Edith Iglauer '38, Is
holding its preliminary tryouts next
Wednesday, March 3. Those who are
interested in attending Model League
will And directions and material for
preparation and committee sheets on
which to sign individual preference
posted on the Forum Board opposite
the C. A. lounge.
venient opportunity to understand the
problems which the League faces and,
incidentally, to meet people from
other colleges who are interested in
the same sort of work. Watch the
index board and the Forum board for
Guests from neighboring colleges and
majors in the Spanish department will
be asked to attend.
Mr. Salinas, besides being professor
of modern Spanish literature at the
university of Madrid, and lecturer at
Cambridge university and the Univer-
conlrmporary Spanish poet.
Student Drive Aims
To Swell Pool Fund
Committee Presents Source Report On Oath
Bill And Its Probable Effect On Education
LECTURER WILL TALK
ON FRENCH LANGUAGE
Mademoiselle Marguerite Clement, a
recent arrival to this country from
Versailles, France, is soheduled to lec-
ture in French on the subject, La
Langue Francaise, Miroir de la France,
at Alumnae hall, Monday, March 1, at
7:30 p. m.
VEREIN WILL SEE MOVIE
reeting of the Deutscher
i held on March 3 ii
;n-thirty o'clock. A
novie, with the dialogue
Sign now for bus to Teachers
Oath Hearing March
Price — Will approxii
train fare to Boston.
Bulletin Board outside News Office
(136 Green Hall).
As college students, we find that the
problem of the Teachers' Oath bill is
or us the problem of what education
hould be and how such an oath may
.Beet education. The answer comes
ram a study of the background of
he oath, and a study of the bill itself.
"It is error alone," said Thomas
Jefferson, "which needs the support of
government. Truth can stand by it-
self." This statement explains, per-
haps, why the requirement of an oath
of allegiance to the state
or the
church in the schools has always re-
sulted either in the deadening of edu-
cation or in rebellion against
the oath.
Education received a severe blow in
England when the Long Parliament
drove four hundred teachers
and
scholars out of the universities
of
Oxford and Cambridge by
forerns
everyone to own the solemn
league am
covenant. Because of reaction
to e
Cromwellian regime and a frenzy
against C^tholici.mdurmg me
reign
of Charles II, an oath
to ine
of England was required in
the univer-





test oaths were removed. Today Nazi
Germany and Fascist Italy are notori-
ous examples of countries where free
education may no longer be had.
But as a rule these oaths have
brought about exactly what they sought
to prevent—rebellion. James Stuart
required an oath of all ministers and
the like, most teaching then being
religious, since he felt the need of
testing the loyalty of Jesuits, who
claimed that the pope could absolve
men from allegiance to an heretical
king. James Stuart's son was be-
headed, and throughout the history of
our country any undemocratic acts
like Teachers' oaths have ended in
rebellion. The Alien and Sedition acts
of 1798 forbidding our press to criti-
cize the president were repealed with-
in eight years, but contributed to the
downfall of the Federalist party. The
Fugitive slave law of 1856 was an-
swered by the underground railroad
and helped destroy the Whig party.
The Dred Scott decision of 1857 was
repealed by the Civil war; and we
ourselves are old enough to remember
i a.
results of Prohibition. This spirit
ndependence was brought to our
ltry by John Cotton, Jol
and about eighty-five other
trained Puritans who violated the oath
that they had had to take to the
church and state of England as college
men, when they came to New England,
because conscience meant more to
them than oaths, and God more than
from teachers or students in their
stituUons of education. This fact is
no doubt one reason why the standard
of education in Massachusetts has al-
ways been so high. Professor Morlson
points out that any foreign encyclo-
paedia or reference book lists this state
of the union as justly famous for her
educational institutions,
have been servants of the truth,
servants of the state. Although
President of Harvard in 1781 was
bv the state, he was not considered
as a public officer, and our courts
law have upheld the belief tha
(Continued on Page 6, Col 1)
begin
The beginning of the :
for Swimming pool func
on March 1, with a house to house
canvass, lasting for three or four
days, during which every student will
Since the last announcement in the
News of the total receipts, contribu-
tions to the fund have mounted
from $115,983.33 to $150,000. This is
an increase of almost $35,000 in four
months. Only $50,000 more is neces-
sary to enable the college to start
combined efforts of the trustees, the
alumnae, and the students, it is hoped
that work on the building will begin
this June. The committee emphasizes
the point that if the recreation cen-
ter is to be started this year, students
should make an eilort to contribute.
Those who can give fifty dollars are
afford fifty cents are asked to decide
whether the possibility of having this
building for use next year does not
suggest a means by which they can
find another fifty cents to make it
On Tuesday, February 23. a state-
ment from the board of Trustees
was sent to the parents of every stu-
(Contlnued on Page 5. Col. 2)
Sign now for bus U) icai
Oath Hearing March 2—9:30
Price — Will approximately
(136 Green Hall)
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
$8,000 Will Go Societies Prepare Quartet Gives
Toward Charity Semi-OpenJProgromsj C()ncert SoQn
Three to Devote Evening to Drama;
Service Fund Announces List Tii„^±! fcnish Art; Hampton Singen
of Appropriations Voted
on January 25, 1937
GIRLS MUST PAY PLEDGES
The Wellesley college Service fund
has announced its list of appropria
tlons, voted on January 25, 1937. x
total of $5,010 will be given to Educa
tional institutions, distributed as fol
To the American Indian institute
Wichita. Kansas, $75; the Americai
International college, Springfield, Mas
sachusetts, $110; Billings Polytechnic
institute. Polytechnic, Montana, $150;
Hindman settlement school, Knott
County, Kentucky, $100; Good Will
schools, Hinckley, Maine, $50; North-
land college, Ashland, Wisconsin, $100;
Penn normal, industrial and agricul-
tural school. St. Helena Island. S. C,
$100; Piedmont college, Demorest,
Georgia, $100; Pine Mountain settle-
ment school, inc. Pine Mountain, Har-






college, Seoul, Korea, $75; Internation-
al institute for girls. Madrid, $100;
Sherman high school, Ohittoor, South-
ern India. $75; Yenching college foi
women, Yenching university, China,
A total of $1090 will be contributed
to World Service. The Bryn Mawr
summer school will re
Consumers' league of
$50; Convalescent home for crippled
children, Wellesley Hills. $100; Inter-
national Grenfell association, $100
International student committee, $200
Migrant community work, $135; Na-
tional child labor committee, $50; tht
Seeing Eye, Morristown. N. J., $75; and
$180 will be allocated later.
Unemployment relief will receive a
Goal areas committee; to the Cochi-
tuate Red Cross relief work, $100; the
community Federation of Boston, $100;
Lawrence city mission. $200; MiUviile
$700; Natick citizens' relief committee
$400; Wellesley friendly aid. $50; Wo-
$150; Works progress •i. hnt>;
nt of appropriate
is $8,000. Between $5,000 and $6,000
now in the treasury. Payment of t
remainder of these appropriations c
ponds entirely upon the payment
C. A. NOTES
Sunday Chapel
harles W. Gilkey, dean of
iel of the University of Chi-
1 lead the chapel service on
Dr. Gilkey. a graduate of
and Union Theological semi-
as the leader of Religious
Forum Disci
Although Religious Forum week
has come to an end, so many vital
questions were left unfinished that
many students and faculty feel that
follow-up discussions would be the
only logical conclusion to Dr. Van
Dusen's talks. Miss McAfee has very
kindly consented to open her house
for these discussions, to which every-
one is cordially invited. The hour
Personal Relations
On March 5, at the Metropolitan
student headquarters in Boston, there
will be a Personal Relations confer-
which Grace Loud;,- Elioi
Tau Zeta Epsilon. are the features
of the last society program meetings
before the annual Semi-opens planned
for Saturday evening. February 27. at
7:30 pjn., in the various society houses.
T. Z. E.. whose subject for study
this year is Spanish art, will again
present its tableaux-paintings. El
Greco's the Archbishop, the first of
four, will be criticized by Mary
Cameron '38. while Margaret Mowry
'37 will act as model; and work on
the picture will be executed by June
Tienkin '37 and Barbara Bredin '37.
The second of the group is Goya's
The Water Carrier: critic will be
Catherine Hascall '38, the model.
Gertrude Cousens '37, while Harriet
Chamberlain '38 and Helen Hayden
"38 are in charge of work on the pic-
ture. The other two to be repre-
sented are modern works: for Her-
moso's Peasant Girl the critic will
be Katherine Chew '37, th*e model,
Beatrice Weaver *38, while the work
will be directed by Eleanor Thresher
'38 and Sage Adams '37; the other is
Arte's Cavalier, to be criticized by
Mary Jane Hamilton '38, while the
model will be Betty Page '37, and
Betsy Brodie '37 and Helen Hull
will execute the picture. A mus







quarU'lle ol flu- H.;nnpK>n
ged for this concert,
but there will be a box provided at
the door for anyone who wishes to
make a contribution towards the
singers' fund.
The Hampton singers have been
try and abroad for the past 68 years.
In the early days of the school the
singers who traveled with General
Armstrong, the founder of Hampton,
were all students, newly freed men
and women. These students sang thi
spirituals and work songs to audi
ences in many parts of the country
successfully raising funds for build




Plan Repetition of Fall Program of!
Early Instrumental Music Under
Direction of Mr. Holmes
The Wellesley college Orchestra will
journey to Cambridge on Wednesday
evening, March 3, to give a concert
in Paine hall, Harvard college, under
the auspices of the Harvard division
of music. Malcolm H. Holmes wiU
conduct; and the soloists will be
Gladys Avery Lebert, Margaret
Mowry '37, and Florence Chapman
The progra







Zeta Alpha will devote the evening
four plays
study of the modern drama
selection of one
their Semi-open.
Alpha Kappa Chi will begin the cast-
ing and rehearsal of Euripides' The
Trojan Women which is the play
planned for the Semi-open, and will
be directed by Mrs. Lillian Libman
Buller, a graduate of Wellesley.
The Phi Sigma meeting will be
informal; a dramatization of the
first act of Maxwell Anderson's
poetic drama. Night over Taos, which
nay be the play chosen for the
Out From Dreams and
Theories
The Bryn Mawr : School
will If „..„.
attending, please report
V office. Wellesley will
I delegation.
The Bryn Mawr Summer School
For Women Workers in Industry of-
an opportunity for a Wellesley
junior as an assistant in the session
hich is held at Bryn Mawr college
iring the summer of 1937.
Students who are particularly in-
;ms are preferred. Occasionally
sophomores are considered. The as-
istants do not receive compensation,
ut get room and board.
Further information may be obtained
t the Personnel bureau. It is ne-
essary for those interested to apply
Opportunities in the field of phys-
ical education will be presented by
Miss Anita Tarbell ot the Beaver
country day school on Tuesday.
March 2.
barbell is an outstanding or-
ganizer and teacher of physical edu-
on in progressive schools and she
especially interested in adapting
physical education to children of va-
rying ages. She is active in the
Camp movement, and has a summer
camp of her own.
The meeting will be in T. Z. E.
Tea will be served at
;te. The
re all graduates, as they
;even to ten months each year
from the campus. The quar-
its rendering
pirituals
songs. Each fall they lea
the
the
schools and colleges 1
s Yale, Harvard, Vassar, £
such schools are visited
filled
by going to summer homes from Vir
ginia through Southampton, to Ba:
Harbor, Maine, and into the lake re
gion of New England.
The personnel of the quartette
varies from time to time, but there
is one man who has been singing
with them since 1887, nearly 50 years,
winter and summer. This is John
H. Wainwright, still singing bass as
he did with General Armstrong.
Jeremiah Thomas has been baritone
for fifteen years. The first and sec-
ond tenors, Gregory Kiah and George
Hamilton, sang in the junior quar-
tette while in school and are recent
graduates, having joined the quar-
tette in June 1935. Singing with the
quartette this winter will be Robert
Hamilton, Hampton, 1935, baritone,
and William Byrd, Hampton, 1936,




Social work is a field that college
girls are becoming more and more
interested in. There is an oppor-
tunity at WeUesley for those who are
interested to do social work. Through
the Volunteer Service bureau in Bos-
ton and the Social Service commit-
tee of the Christian association girls
are brought in contact with the va-
ious social agencies where volunteers
There are thirty Wellesley volun-
teers now actively engaged in so-
cial work. Several of them are
working in settlement houses in Bos-
ton, going in one afternoon a week,
teaching sewing, knitting, cooking to
ie children who come there for their
nly wholesome recreation during
he week. One girl teaches dramatics
> a group of very lively boys, and
as produced three successful plays;
another volunteer directs a toy or-
If there are any who are inter-
ested in doing social work second
they may sign for confer-
ences with Betty Wakefield "37 on the
C A. board. On March 17 Mrs.
Eva Whiting White, President of the
Women's Educational and Industrial
union, is speaking at T. Z. E. house
in the evening. All those who are
cordially invited
repetition
rlv instrumental music, which was
over an NBC network
This will be the sec-
This will be the final appearance
of the Orchestra before the produc-
tion of the Ballet-pantomime Don
Juan on March 20, which will close




:40 on Thursday, Febru-
ported their results. The heads of
the various groups include: Mary
Walling, tree committee; Margaret
Gilkey, motto committee; Marva
Peterson, ring; Peg Samson, song;






Experimental Croup will Offer
'The Golden Doom' Directed
by Joyce Knoedler
ADMISSION WILL BE FREE
Barnswallows will present the third
experimental play of the season,
Lord Dunsany's The Golden Doom, on
Saturday afternoon, February 27, at
4:30 pro. in Alumnae hall. The ad-
Thls short fantasy of medieval su-
perstition is being directed by Joyce
Knoedler '38. In the cast are: Mar-
garet Anderson '39, Emily Blau '39,
Heather Cohodas '39, Camilla Davis
'39, Ann Edwards '37, Elizabeth Flan-
ders '38, Edna Golding- '39, Justine
Gottlieb '39, Janet Howie '40, Ethel
Kemmerer '38, Virginia Kyger '39,
Miriam Meyer '39, Betty Ann
Mitchell '39, Ruth Nelson IS, and
Louise Stewart '39.
Math Club Reviews
New Book By Hogben
i
The Mathematics club of Wellesley
j
held a meeting on Monday evening,
I
February 22, at Z. A. house, at 7:30,
the purpose of which was to discuss
|
Mr. Hogben's new book Mathematics
\
for a Million.
i The book was thoroughly reviewed
by the club. Doris Gasteiger '38 pre-
sented various fallacies, such as the
facts that one equals two. and that
minus one is synonymous with zero,
and then proved that they were falla-
cies. The introduction with the au-
thor's purpose was presented by a
member of the club, and separate
chapters' were also discussed fully. Re-
I French por- George Washington's birthday,
glassware is I
CLASSICAL CLUB CIVES
REPORTS ON NEW BOOKS
on display in the French
front of rooms 226 and 22V
hall. This exhibit, sponsored
department of French, will continue 1
through Friday, February 26. I The Classical club will hold a meet-
Most of the objects on display were | ing on March 1. Book reports of books
loaned by Mrs. Helen Bailly. Mrs. C. I recently published on classical subjects
Bruce Ilsley, and Mrs. Frederick S. I will be prepared and read by members
Whitwell. I of the club.
it's suits for spring
Fredleys' suits are famous
. . . famous for style ... fa-
mous for quality .... famous
for tailoring .... and the






prove the course. After asking if
there were anything that wasn't in
the course, that should have been in
it, he asked, "Well, have you gotten
anything you shouldn't have?" A
bitter voice in the back row answered,
"Yes, a D."
^NE of Perry's friends was sitting
V-/ at the head table in the dining
room one night when the house-
mother was out. Everyone was wait-
ing for the expected grace but a
dead silence pervaded the room.
Afterwards the girl said to Perry,
-What was I to do? I didn't know
any good toasts!"
W! take up smok-
Lent."
W c
DERRY was talking to a geography
1 student the other day, and she was
complaining bitterly about learning
the states of our fair union. "There's
one state 1 always get mixed up
with Iowa." she said, "Hohia, I
think it is."
PERRY knows the financial straits
college girls always get them-
selves into, and he has always ad-
mired the way such little difficulties
are made the best of. Particularly
fully as she was walking in the vil:
"If only I had enough money to buy
a budget book, then everything would
be straightened out!"
Perry the Pressman
/ORDS flowed from the pen of
as she poured out all she had crammed
into her poor head during the wee
hours. But eventually she reached the
end of her knowledge. Automatically
her pen moved on, and she found that
she was writing, "I double three
spades; I redouble three spades . . ."
DESPERATE things are perpetrated
when hunger seizes the college
j
girl—a most extraordinary case has
come to Perry's ears. A senior re-
1
cently ransacked a friend's room for
food, and, being famished and find-
J
:ng nothing really palatable, she
j
ox of vitamin pills.'
down right heart-
\
ily. Imagine her dismay when she
|
found that they were meant for swal-
lowing and not for mastication, and
that no amount of Listerine could
eradicate the result. . . .
* slightly green the other
an English Literatur
describing the plan for the
semester, said, "Last semester







occupied by the Bible department
is now being used by ec 210. As the
ec professor launched his first lecture.
ulanly muted quality. He asked the
class if they noticed it. "Oh, yes," one
girl answered, "that's the sound-proof
ceiling they put in for Mr. Haroutu-
AND, of course, Perry smiles at
any bonhomie evinced between
these two departments. Some ec
classes have, of late, trespassed into
Bible territory in their search for
classrooms. Now, the story goes, the
Bible-ites are fondly dubbing their
new neighbors, "the money-changers."
,
*» cester a provident young lady
brought a flash light, so that she might
takes notes in the dark, while the
slides were being shown. "I haven't
decided just what I'm going to say in
class about that lecture in Worcester,"
she heard her instructor remark later.
"I couldn't take very complete notes
in the dark."
"Oh," said the girl, "you can just
Crowds Throng To
WPA Performances!
New York City—More than 5,500.000
persons attended 9,280 performances of
WPA Federal theatre project plays in
New York city during the past year,
according to the project's first annual
report which will b? made public.
The report, which marks the proj-
ect's first anniversary, encompasses all
New York city federal theatre activi-
ties, including plays presented at per-
marionette, circus and outdoor per-
Hitherto unkncnvn attendance and
report. Breaking down the major
figure into specific cate-
gories, the report says that 2,900.000
Federal theatre vaudeville shows; 415,-
000 followed the WPA circus, and 1,-
468,009 attended marionette perform-
Dr. Cutten Calls
For Free Speech
(ACP)—"At times we have been
criticized for allowing radicals to speak
on our platforms—but we still let them
speak. After they speak our students
and faculty members discuss their
speeches in classrooms and often
many worthwhile ideas, both pro and
con, evolve from such discussion." Dr.
George Barton Cutten, president of
Colgate University, refuses to put a







>oms for Overnight Gues
Tel. Wei. 2315
SENIOR PROM!
Get your table flowers at
Marshal J. Rice
FLORIST
95 Central St. Wellesley
Next to Hathaway House Bookshop
Boston Music Company
116 Boylston Street — Boston
Music Of All Publishers
RENT A PRINT
For SI.50 you
On M.irrh l, our Rental Collec-
tion goes into circulation. Have





a light smoke rates aces high
with my throat"
"Luckies have been my cigarette for
five years now. I rate them a 4 star
cigarette. They're always good to the
throat, and taste so much better than
other cigarettes that it seems to me
this 'Toasting' process is a swell idea.
Yes, a light smoke like Luckies rates
aces high with both my throat and
m independent survey was made recendy
among professional men and women— lawyers,
doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc. Of those who said
they smoke cigarettes, more than 87% stated they
personally prefer a light smoke.
Mr. Grant verifies the wisdom of this pref-
erence, and so do other leading artists of the
radio, stage, screen and opera. Their voices are
their fortunes. That's why so many of them
smoke Luckies. You, too, can have the throat pro-
tection of Luckies—a light smoke, free of certain
harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process
"It's Toasted". Luckies are gentle on the throat.
THE FINEST TOBACCOS—
"THE CREAM OF THE CROP"
A Light Smoke
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things we look forward to ineeung
you some Saturday night at Paneuil
hall market district. These places
are only hints as to where we might
be in Boston this spring—you can
probably find us at any of the other
interesting places almost any time,
for we are going to see Boston!
Mary Louise Bartlett, 1937
VIRGINIA COCALIS, 1937
Norma Uttal, 1937
J. Sidney Rectanus, 1937; Elizabeth L. Robinson, 1937;
Elizabeth P. Sickler, 1937
Maude Fannin, 1938; Harriet Fleisher, 1938; Elaine M. G




Harriet Harrison, 1938; Doris Heboid, 1939; Anita Jones, 1938;
Elizabeth Kineke, 1938; Betty Pfaelzer, 1938 Reporters
Paula Bramlette, 1939; Barbara Kgjler, 1939; Miriam
"
Martha Parkhurst, 1939; I
Peggy Wolf, 1940; Virgini
Helene Kazanjian, 1940









Barbara Cohen, 1940; Ruth Frankel, 19.
KATHERINE LOOMIS, 1939; MARY PEARSON,





39; Marion Salta, 1938;
CULTURE, 2c AN OUNCE
We wonder whether our rei
noticed the -'Opportunity of a
time" presented by Gimbel's in
staid New York Times of last
day. When we noted that the
greatest boobs in the world were
ing given away in twenty vol
SOVIETIZING YOUTH?
taken aback. Curious, to say the
least, about a five-foot shelf which
beats all five-foot shelves, we in-
vestigated the terms of this contract
to fill buyers with the world's great-
est literature for so paltry a fee.
Gimbel Brothers have accomplished
a hitherto unequalled feat in this
everything
to Capital,
including Gibbon's Decline and Fall
of the Roman Empire. The com-
pany guarantees great cultural im-
provement through fifteen-minute a
day perusal of these volumes. These
painless pills contain the thoughts and
labors of men since literature began,




spend the equivalent of five intensive
years on reading books? It's really
quite unthinkable that anyone should
find that necessary.
Gimbel's have solved it all, how-
ever. We don't have to spend five
years, but can get the same quan-
tity of "culture" in packages 7*6x5
inches through hasty fifteen-minute
readings. Blessings on thee, thou
great Gimbel. Thou thinkest of every-
thing. Tins "precious life blood of
an author" is being economically dis-
tributed in dry powder form at two
cents an ounce. Perhaps next week
Gimbel's will give us chicken dinner
pills in tablet form. Then we shall
not have to waste so much time
ing and can spare thirty minut
A good many prominent people have
opposed the ratification of the Child
Labor amendment to the Constitution,
feeling that it gives the government
too much power. In the stipulation
that Congress should "have the power
to limit, regulate, and prohibit the
quiu- labor oi persons under eighteen years
an attempt to
Potent take our work serioi
not ourselves." We ]
editorial on, since we think
expresses succinctly a
standard for living. We
shying away from people who
problem in every phase of life
! Of 1
yet
portion: after all. we
are not as important
as a part of the worl
But these powers which the amend-
ment bestows on the national govern-
ment are purely discretionary, as are
the taxing powers which Congress
has had since our Constitution was
framed. Such legislation should be
broad arid flexible, so that the gov-
sary. The government will not yank
every newsboy off the street and
prohibit every child from helping his
parents pick blueberries after the
amendment is ratified. But if the
amendment were made more specific,
loopholes would easily be found by
I hose people who are now abusing
child labor for added income. And
legislation must come from the na-
tional government, since a state al-
lowing child labor has the economic
advantage over a state not allowing
At the hearings in the state house
last week, one speaker implied that
the opposition of the Catholic Church
fact that Catholic funds were largely
invested in the textile industry. Of
course, the Church itself finds more
altruistic arguments against the
amendment. Whether or not -this par-
ticular accusation has roots in fact,
the many opponents with their many
arguments, from Nicholas Murray
Butler on down, illustrate the obsti-
nate fertility of man's brain in dis-




First that we shall make
nite effort to go in to see t
flowers at the Agassiz muj
nothing else. We annually reproach
ourselves bitterly for living so near
to Boston and still answering inter-
ested friends with a "Well—time is so




And then, somehow, our plans fade
away and we still are not even sure
just where Paul Revere did make his
historic ride. This year, however, we
are going in to Mrs. Jack Gardner's
museum, and we are going to wander
around Copp's hill burying ground.
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions for this colurn
lust be signed with the full nam
will be used if the writer so desires
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinio7is and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in tht
hands of the Editors by 11 A. M. on
Monday.
Suggestions Invited!
To the Wellesley College News:
In college there is a curriculun
not know how the student body feels
the tfie
first semester has passed, every stu-
dent must have some idea of what
she thinks should be done to im-
prove the academic courses at Wel-
lesley and
uLini2*.'d discussion about the general
examination and the result was tha
seniors no longer must take a flria
in her major field. Last year thi
curriculum committee arranged fo:
a series of lectures on home manage
ment, which might be given agah
if the student body so desires.
New suggestions for changes in thi
curriculum have been to have threi
and three hours of hygiene for the
following semester
Also, it has been suggested that the
requirement of t\
changed. Last week in the Wellesley
college News an editorial suggested
that the college provide courses ir
current events and in modern prob-
lems of business and social develop-
ment. If students
perhaps the currici
could arrange some lectures to "bring
the world to Wellesley."
date the committee will attempt to
show the college just how l
courses now offered in Wellesley
with modern trends.
All suggestions are welcome. Every
please sign her name on the paper
provided for that purpose on
class board. Please everybody
the committee a vital thing in col'
lege.
Education Exam Unsound!
We have heard that the Education
department is interested in bhe stu
dents' reaction to the mid-year exam
ination given in their 201 courses. Well,
here it is! It was psychologically
sound, unjust, and an outstanding
ample of what constitutes poor quiz
making—and that from a department
which is supposedly showing us how
to teaoh and how to make quizzes
We said that it was psychologically
unsound. Any teacher who plac
fore a group of students a s
thirty-eight long, detailed qu<
out of which some will be select
the
the
; will be discourage
frantic attempt U
apathy toward thi
examination obviously does not under
stand human nature.
To put it bluntly, this was a glaring
example of poor quiz making.
questions were too vague. Hoy
one discuss intelligently the difference
between a theory and a principle when
even class notes and texts only con
And if you are wise, you will follow
j
the issue? Emphasis was placed
our example going to innumerable : unimportant details. After all no
other places like the fish piers and ' V] care a few years hence whether
;act outline of ten given
pages of Rugg's The Child Centered
lis question was actually
asked on the examination. Should par-
memorization take the place
thought? Surely learning word \
*d an outline of the Field of
; not stimulate intellec-
asity. After afll. we are college I
students!
Granted, we were warned that ques-
|
^ns might be combined or parts
omitted; but it takes time to cut and
reorganize fully prepared questions—if




ready taken was i
fled, nevertheless
.wo scores. In
place, the examination includ-
. not previously assigned to all
Gesell's norms for the develop-
a child month by month in the
first year is only one example of this.
In the second place, our professors
waited until the Saturday before ex-
when they could be sure
were head over heels in work for
other courses, before giving out the list
of questions to be prepared.
; admit, though we heartily
disapprove of
,et ul Uuttv-i/iiihi qu<^Uon- would
proved valuable as a study guide
they been handed out early in the
/arious fields of drama
—why not have a drama major? Sev-
eral people of my personal acquaint-
ance have decided against coming to
Wellesley because we don't have a
drama major, and the speech depart-
The academic standing of such a
course wouldn't be high enough? Why,
the courses offered in three quarters
of the departments here are a gold
mine of dramatic material! Magnffi-
cent courses we have with opportun
ities for the practical practice so ne
cessary to a creative knowledge of i
subject. If they were co-ordinated
under a single department their aca-
demic value should suffer no loss.
For instance, for a student inter-
ested in the creative side of drams
—to write, produce, act, design scen-
free writing, English 304, history o:
English drama, versification, theatn
workshop, speech 201 and 301 but w<
have psychology courses such as 212
310, 313, so necessary to a playwright
Art 203 is recommended by the speed:
department, and courses in physics
on light, sound, mechanics, etc., wo
certainly be necessary to stage.
For a student
ing drama or
every language department including
Latin and Greek; there are history
courses for background knowledge
there's aesthetics—philosophy ; there'
But
major elbow out the possibility
taking, for instance, more than st
and a half hours in speech for crt
One studying drama would certainly
want to take 'Interpretation of
dern Poetry and Drama," "Theatre
Workshop" and "Dramatic Interpreta
tion of Shakespeare" which makes
hours right there, not counting in
vestigating the dramatic possibilities
of choral speaking, etc.
To the criticism that such a
partment would be too specialized
range of subjects it could be
broadest department in college, taking
within its scope languages, psychology,
philosophy, speech, art, physics, music,
etc.
Of course no one would take all
these. She'd have to know more or
less what type of thing she wanted
and work up to it. A difficulty arises
in having these allied subjects, sup-
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)
Unexpected Turn-about
myself I do not care
For honors empty as the air
: wouldn't take an old degree,
That is—if one was offered me.)
My reputation's not at stake,
do not care to be concerned
fiLtULiiing" something I have
These things I believe—these things
(At least, I did, an hour ago),
But now, deceitful heart, you skip.
At sight of A's upon my slip.
Lately we have noticed that
ordinary drop of hat
cause humanity to frc
speedily start 'sitting
or wants a shorter day,
They say that they are worlds apart.
But I'd upset the apple cart
And say both parties have a bond—
The greener grass all grows beyond.
Song to the Gods of Hollywood
Eyes that are .starred.
Hair for the creatures
Curled by the yard.
Beauty is boring;
Beauty is old;
Why go on pouring
Faces to mold?
Swans become static.
No Rest For The Leery
We cynics of the poisoned pen,
Who constantly belittle men
And mice, and almost everything,
With sharp and vitriolic sting.
Have lately found a lack of tripe
About which we can aptly gripe.
The universe has been debunked,
And advertising's full of lies,
So not a bone is left to pick-
Unless we pick the shins that
The Great Glover
And men who fall
For clinging vines;
All things that era
Dead Sunday stree
A child who nose
Dives when he eat
Pongee, and prose.














KEITH MEMORIAL—Ott the Ave-
FINE ARTS—Broken Blossoms
COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE—Feb.
25-27, Stowaway and Col-
lege Holiday; March 1-7.
Romeo and Juliet






Romeo and Juliet, one among the
several outstanding film productions
soon to be announced "Academy
Award," receives its first showing fol-
lowing its opening engagement in
Boston, at the Wellesley Community
playhouse next week.
Romeo and Juliet is superbly enter-
taining, a real achievement for its
two stars, Norma Shearer and Leslie
Howard, and all those concerned with
its production. The exciting story of
;;.-
thai
secret marriage and the swift e
that follow, have been magnificently
filmed against the colorful pageantry
of the Italian Renaissance.
Through special arrangements
the Playhouse management ticket;
be purchased at the college information
bureau at special student rates.
Two Speakers Talk
On 'Europe's Crisis'
Prince Loewenstein of Germany and
Mr. Buell Discuss European
Situation at Luncheon
(Continued tram Page 1, Col 1)
liberty and personality, which Mr.
sarily permanent, and the danger of
war for additional ecor
In formulating the Versailles peace
settlements, the Allies, said
Buell, were "guilty of the sin of
sincerity" when they promised
help Germany get back on her
and instead devaluated their c<
age and raised tariff barriers to
immeasureably to the inequality
the peace settlement.
Despite the present situation, h
ever, Mr. Buell does not think t
the Fascist powers led by Germany
will engage in a war to dominate
Europe and Asia. Germany ha;
ellec'tive ally; the democraeies, t
Great Britain, are growing sire
daily with respect to armaments
to date the Fascist efforts
up the status quo outside of
have been unsuccessful. 1
concluded that an American policy of
neutrality is neither desirable
possible. Such a policy would only
weaken the position of France and
Great Britain, encourage the Fat
powers in their future policy of
gression. It can only be avoided if
United States will cease "hiding
Prince Loewenstein struck a n
idealistic and optimistic note t
did Mr. Buell, but affirmed his :
gestion, that the "hiding under
bed" policy has aided and abetted
the Nazi regime. He described
unsound internal condition of
many, the want of capital, skilled
labor and raw material, the down-
fall of the German universitie
the pride of the world's intellectual
life
;
and the complete sepa:
Germany from the outside world
Prince Loewenstein emphasized
and European democracies against
Germany, and looks in the future for
a United States of Europe working




Students Go On French Club Sings
Spanish Voyage! Many Popular Songs
(.Continued In Page 1, Col 5>
n college, expressing
Wellesley's friends will make
possible the erection of this building
in June. Today a circular from the
undergraduate committee to the par-
ment. This circular represents the
enthusiasm about the swimming pool
and recreation center which the stu-
dent body has been expressing for the
last four years. The
very happy to announce tt
undergraduate campaign is
the following
of $5,000; Mr. and Mrs. Jacob S.
Gordon of Brookline, Mr. and Mrs.
George M. Hubbard of New York,
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Nichols of
Cleveland, Mi-, and Mrs. James A.
Rafferty of New York, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert T. Swaine of New York, and
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus J. Wysor of
Cleveland.
The the :
;he ultimate aim is to bronk giound
this spring. The committee solicits
the co-operation of the entire student
success, both by contributing
much as possible in the house
house canvass, and by writing lette
home urging parents and friends
aid the drive.
Sophomores Forget
Cares At Tea Dance
sophomore tea dance at Alumnae hal
last Saturday. Bouquets of flower
to the ballroom, with the yellow c
the jonquils emphasizing the clas
color. One part of the hall was made
into a picturesque terrace encli
by a low white tenei and havin»
This was a popular corner when re-
freshments were served.
In the receiving line sophomores anc
I heir escorts were greeted by Mi^f
Rcbathan, Mrs. Britton, Mrs. Lyman
Miss Johnson, Nancy Reynolds, anc
Anna Tiebout. Dancing to the musk
of Ken Reeves, sophomores, many in
spring prints, forgot about marks and
enjoyed fully their first class i
During intermission the balmy spring
day invited many couples out-of-doors
on the terrace where one grou]
gaged in the exciting game o
farmer-in-the-dell. Sophomore
tivities were continued in the evening
either at the all-college dance
Alumnae or at the house dances.
The all-college dance after
sophomore tea-dance, February
was a great success, at least according
The students of the Spanish depart
-
ent took an imaginary trip through
>ain last Wednesday afternoon at
40, under the guidance of Professor
nita Oyarzabal. The Farnsworth art
useum lecture room was the setting
for the lecture. The route chosen by
Oyarzabal led through thos?
Spain which are famous for
their old Moorish traditions, their
great med
The
'Le Mule du Pape'
Alliance Francaise Also Hi
Professor Oyarzabal Lectures I sieur de Messieres Read Dai
on Moorish and Cathedral
Cities of Old Spain
DESCRIBES OLD CUSTOMS
uvih/.i-d metropolitan centers and
;dmo-t primitive rural districts.
old ox-cart from the country
patiently along unperturbed bj
trains and trolleys of the city. Many
ol the peasants live the unenlightened
life of the fifteenth century serf.
The customs of old Spain have
ried over into modern Spain along
Professor Oyarzabal told of some ol
the cathedral customs among whicr
she included the story of the dancing
boys in -the cathedral of Seville. These
boys are wearing costumes originated
in the fifteenth century, but which now
has been added piece by. piece as the
old parts wore out. The dancing boys
were given permission to continue
their dancing tradition as long as their
costumes lasted and they have suc-
ceeded in perpetuating them for five
centuries so that their dancing work
might continue in spite of the dis-
approval of the authorities.
The meeting ol the Alliance Fran-
caise at which Monsieur de Messieres
lead on February 22, began at 7:30 in
the Tau Zeta Epsilon house as every-
one joined in singing popular French
songs accompanied by VictroLa records.
Favorites such as Elle, rien qu'elle,
Pariez-moi d'amour and Tout va tres
Following the singing, Monsieur de
Messieres read Alphonse Daudet's Le
Mule du Pape, from Lettres de Mon
Moulin. The reading seemed to be
thoroughly enjoyed by everyone, in-
cluding the three very appreciative
little de Messieres listening attentively
After the singing
songs, the evening is
informal
freshments i
DR. FLYNN TALKS TO CLUB
Dr. John M. Flynn, a member of
the staff of Peter Bent Brkhani hos-
pital, will discuss Collegiate Adjust-
ment to World Activities, at the nexi
meeting of the Newman club, which
will be held at Z. A. on Friday, Feb-




nam ent, open to faculty, students,
and their friends, is to be held on
Saturday from 3 to 5 p.m. this week
and next. No special ability as a
player is necessary for entrance, and
partnerships can be arranged at the
tournament. Additional entries should
Two teams, made up of the most pro-
ilent players among those who have
for basketball tlii-, white:',
pklV the
"Antiques," a Boston basketball club,
Friday, March 5 at 7:30 and 8:30 p.m.
at Mary Hemenway hall. The first
team is composed of the following stu-
dents: M. Swaffield '38 and K. Dun-
woody. Grad, forwards; E. Wurst '38,
center; M. W. Hamilton '38, side cen-
ter; B. Kineke '38 and M. Ganoe '38,
guards; with A. Bazley '38, M. Yost,
Grad., and E. Hubbard '37 substitutes.
The second team consists of: D. Wal-
ton '38 and B. E. Smith '37, forwards;
B. Phinney, center; G. Sharp '39. side
center; M. Breen '38 and M. Morgan
'38, guards; substitutes are W. Pierce




Dr. Van Dusen gave the last lec-
ture under the Religious Forum at
Vespers held at T. Z. E. house. This
faith in its maturity ai
L'inniii;.' tiffined it as a
i epre.st-nt rd li.s a fiyure conlruiuing
with the question, "What will yc




Dr. Van Dusen discussed the fol-
lowing convictio is of Christian faith
which have bee tested by c ntunes
First, reality is God; he tou
through the order of the
and through the
moral structure of reality. Second-
ly, things are not what they appeal
the first essen-
tial in finding wisdom. Thirdly.
Christian faith knows its obligations











An absolutely new and delightfully fresh group of
evening gowns and dinner frocks. Lovely new dirndls
in floral printed taffetas, stately coronation gowns
in plain or printed chiffons, puff sleeved dinner frocks
in marquisette and glomorously graceful satins. Colors
are lovely and the styles are one, or few, of a kind
so you con revel in your prom prominence without the
fear of meeting yourself coming around every corner.
Sizes 12 to 20, $14.95 to $39.95.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS














Bill and its Probable Effect on Education
is not a government employee.
Professor Morlson says, today
Teachers' Oath
corrupt period of Eng-
Shall we act in the tradition of our
a nation as Italy? Professor Salve-
mini of Harvard, previously professor
of history at Florence in Italy, became
an exile from his native land because
of this kind of legislation. He tells
us what an oath exactly like ours led
to in his country. In 1922. before
Mussolini came into power, teachers
were not regarded as civil servants,
even if they belonged to schools con-
Mussolini became dictator, all teach
ers were obliged to take an oath to
be loyal to the constitution and to
carry out faithfully their respective
duties. This is exactly what our
requires. In 1926 the teachers'
missals began, and when in 19
law was passed forcing every un
government. " These editorials .
sity
]
port the Fascist regime, elev
fessors resigned. Now before a pro-
fessor can teach, he must send the
everything he
through the legislature by two major
forces, Hearst, and certain factions in
a number of patriotic organizations.
Their objects were to find grounds on
which to accuse educational institu-
tions of being "red," and to intimidate
forward-looking teachers in the public
Says an editorial in the Hearst Daily
Record, "One learned professor com-
plained at the hearing Thursday that
the oath law makes him afraid to take freedom,
James Bryan Conant, "not onl;
mtee the right of free inquiry
must see that the various points
trination rather than elucidation. ! of view are represented so that a
When Mr. Hearst succeeded in en- 1 conflict of opinion takes place." The
listing legion support in many parts] method of evidence must be used,
of the country for his drive for loyal- I making the pupil independent of his
ty oaths, legion pressure was exerted
j
teacher and of authority generally,
for the discharge of some liberal pro- \ and to the maximum possible degree
fessors, and dictation of text material
j
master of his own mind. Harold
in the social sciences occurred. The; Laski points out that universities
nationally known Commissioner of
|
must not
Education in Massachusetts, Dr. Pay- i searching for truth,
son Smith, was replaced in his state The particular t
uperintendent whose qualifica- 1 today. President Angell of Yale points
'ere listed as having supported ' out. is to get the student to take
the governor in the teachers' oath ! a constructive position in a chang-
legislation. ' ing world. J. W. Studebaker, United
States Commissioner of Education,
stresses the importance of inducing
through good teaching, techniques
for independent thinking and ex-
pression. "The place to stop the




versity presidents, not to mentioi
j sixty prominent professors, law
clergymen, labor leaders, ant
*ns swelled the ranks of propon-
of repeal; while the opponents
repeal had only some thirty
What actual eft*
can the bill haw
form? Previously
wholly adequate
is a means of intimidation.
eachers may be arbitrarily
on the simple charge of "vio-
a high school teacher pointed
the hearing last year, the leg-





accomplished some- 1 ndivid
"I have left o
id I am ashamed to
publicly, I have left out of
personally thought
taught because I
10w this law might be
This case is only one
problem, however, is not one
:hers' freedom but of pupils'
The schools should be
who would ' Only
these meetings to his class roc
and the Hearst Boston American.
derlying the whole question of
Teachers' Oath are two facts,
are, one, educators favor t
form of £
lat will fit them foi
schools can fully
society." A mother, speaking a
hearing last year, said, "I wan
children to have education wi




its first meeting of the new semest
to discuss the organization of its wo
on Monday, February 22. The me;




the class rooms of the public scho
he says, and again, "Education
democracy means to me that we )
bring the problems and
gandas concerning them
class room and the public forum dis
cussion to be analyzed in an undog
matic, tolerant spirit as one educa
tional basis for social action."
And yet the Teachers' Oath bil
represents a number of forces whici
tempt to solve \
lems. This bill represents patriotic
organizations seeking to force






Resolution Against Teachers' Oath
will be Circulated Tonight
in All College Houses
which will
houses tonight for its
favor of the repeal o
Oath bill.
House Bil] No. 1006
Massachusetts State legislature
requires that teachers in all schools
and colleges public and private take ai
oath of allegiance to the constitution
of the Commonwealth and of th«
United States.
Whereas it has ttten found through'
out the course of history that restric
tive legislation has served to crystallize
revolt against existing authority rathei
than to abolish the subversive ideas a
which the legislation was aimed;
Whereas even at the present timi
the educational systems of such regi-
mented nations as Italy and Germany
have been transformed





finning of i ;s history high standards
through freedom
political
know that it is the conformer who
is advanced.
Suffering most neavily from the
ra.th would seem to be in public







The problem belongs very
to us as college students if
e interested in maintaining for
g generations the privileges we
enjoyed. Believing in education




League of Nations at Geneva and offers
practical experience to the student in
1 continued from Page 4, Col. 4) understanding more fully the difficul-ty an<j advantages of such an or-
Peace Group will Meet to Discuss\^^ under a department of its own, fani^°n - » should be especially in-
Arbitration; Labor, Strikes; given b* otner departments. But
J
er^mg at this time when interna-
Clvil Teachers' Oath ' wnv th[s departmental independence? '
"onal security is in such
What particular advantage does it I P^on an<* when so m
you were con- ! events are occurring,
language?
(
The Model League will include six
If one were allowed to take a gen- committees with three WeUesley dele-
al on the various aspects of drama, gates attached to each, representing
lich is certainly no more specialized j Prance and two smaller League mem-
an the various aspects of writing
| bers, probably Afghanistan and Bolivia.
v as much so), and were allowed These committees are: 1) Reform of
board. t0 correlate the four years of study the League and application of the
Mary Louise Oftedal '38 chairman ''
accordingly
*
not omitting require- Covenant, 2) The International Opium
of the all-college peace committee
mentS °r Preret»lusltes or changing Convention, 3) Elimination of Trade
started last fall under the guidance
")UrSes from "Mature courses to just Barriers, 4) The Spanish Civil War,




wouldn,t tnis end be 5) Intellectual Oooperat
told about the organization and func-
tions of the peace groups in most of
the college houses. These groups meet
|
weekly on Monday nights to discuss
,
Tryouts For Model League
various problems in the field of peace
arbitration. The Beebe group under; 7,0 the Wellesley College News:
the leadership of Anne Paulson '39., The New England Model League of' We expect to sen
i
Nations will meet at Harvard college , about twenty girls,
,
this year on March 12 and 13. For 'more apply than ca
/ly organized Tower group meets I those of you who are interested in select only those bes
Wednesday nights with certain
'
International affairs and organization resent those counti
fine opportunity to become graduate is eligible f
tryouts to be held
. s o p quisi l
cou s literature
,
drama courses, ' h 5
achieved?
s
Betty Flanders '38 tl
imposition
Whereas the enforcement of a
oath among teachers in all schools
colleges in the Commonwealth of Mas-
sachusetts not only implies that edu-
cation is identical with propaganda
but would hinder teachers from pre^
senting certain relevant facts in thi
classroom, and kill all freedom ii







and to fit the student for
changing world, by the pro-
of all existing problems for
rather than primarily to
indoctrinate future citizens with arbi-
trarily chosen ideas;
We, as students of Wellesley college,
oppose the Teachers' Oath bill as a
ubject based ading from
which you are
particularly interested will please do so
on the sheets provided on the Forum
board for the purpose and start pre-
paring for the preliminary tryouts
next week. Watch the Index Board
and the Forum Board for further
notices on the Model League. If there
are any questions or any problems, I
Board will be glad to give assistance.
Edith Iglauer, 1938
Chairman, Model League
committee of the Forum
An Average Class?
To the WeUesley College News:
What's wrong with this picture?
Any class 000 is meeting any period
anyday. Four rows of students with
notebooks in front of them and pens
in hand are facing a Professor. The
Professor talks. Miss Jones, like a dic-
taphone, records the sound waves. Miss
Brown, with head bent intently over
notebook, writes to "Bob darling—."
; Smith, in the first row center,
chin in hand, gazes raptly at the Pro-
sofs face. Virginia Woolf might de-
ibe her mental processes like this:
This sounds important. We might
compiling report:OdU-, biir
Angell, J. R. "The University in a
Time of Change." Harpers, July, 1934;
American Association of University
Professors, "Report on Teachers' Oath,"
January, 1937; Beale, H. K„ "Forces
That Control the Schools." Harpers,
October. 1934; Christian Century.
"Fascism Is Here," January 29. 1936.
Christian Century, "Teachers Resent
New York Law," December 5, 1934;
Christian Century, "Should Teachers
Take Oaths of Allegiance?" May 1,
1935; Christian Century, "Harvard and
the Massachusetts Teachers' Oath,"
October 16, 1935; Christian Century,
"Liberal Leadership in the Legion."
July 22, 1930.
Clark, E., "Lo, The Poor Student,"
Neio Republic, January 17, 1934; Con-
ant, J. B., "Free Inquiry or Dogma."
Atlantic Monthly, April, 1935; Consti-
tutions of the United States of Ameri-
ca and of the Commonwealth of Mas-
sachusetts; "Certified Teachers,"
America, December 28, 1935; Friedrich,
C. J., "Teachers Oaths," Harpers, Jan-
uary, 1936; Friends' Council on Edu-
cation, "Teachers' Oath Legislation,"
The Friend, December 31, 1936.
Haggerty, M. E., "The Paramount
Service of Education to Society," An-
nals of the American Academy of
Political and Social Sciences, Novem-
ber, 1935; "How Your Legislators Voted
on The Teachers' Oath Law," Massa-
chusetts Society for Freedom in Teach-
ing, Boston, 1935-6; Laski, H. J. "Uni-
versities in These Times," New Repub-
lic, January 23, 1935; Marsh, D. L.,
Annual Report of the President of
Boston University, Boston, 1935.
Massachusetts Department of Edu-
cation, Attorney General's decision on
'Teachers' Oath," Boston, 1935; Mas-
sachusetts League of Women Voters,
Some Further Observations on the
Oath Law, August, 1936;
itts Society for Freedom in
Teaching, Stenographic reports of
hearing before state legislature, March.
36; Mqrison, S. E., Three Oatfiless
mturies, Horton, 1936; Massachusetts
nerican Federation of Teachers, Re-
lution on Teachers' Oath Law, Bos-
Massachusetts Statutes, c. 320,
Teachers Oath Bill, Boston. 1935; Re-
peal the Teachers' Oath Law, Massa-
chusetts Society for Freedom in Teach-
ing, Boston, 1936; Studebaker, J. E.,
Education and Democracy. Portland,
1936; Studebaker, J. W., Education For
Democracy, St. Louis, 1936.
ial and Humanitarian Activities
League. Wellesley is very proud I Bet it on a quiz
the fact that Mary Ann Dilley '37
j
I wonder what we're going to 1
been selected as chairman of the 1 night? My black dress? No, he'
tie Elimination of Trade iL - What did she say just then
Barriers.
delegation of
faculty members; the Cazenove group
fs studying its problems through the familiar with international
medium of the daily newspapers. of its most interesting phases, as well
19. presented plans as to make contacts with students from
S. U. Labor committee more than twenty colleges including
center its attention for Dartmouth, Amherst, Yale, Mount Hol-
e recent auto- yoke and Smith. The Model League is
1 patterned, as exactly as possible on the
"This
ell, I can get it from Libby. I'm too
red to take notes today."
Suddenly the Professor asks a ques-
be sent, we can tion. There is a deadly moment of
prepared to rep- blankness. Then imperceptibly each
s. Any under- j student shifts. One starts writing
the preliminary I furiously, one scans the notes she has
n Wednesday of | Just taken, another gazes nonchalantly
j
biow"off i






are posted on the Forum Board 1 "Miss Jones?" 1 of the cqu;
is from the C. A. Lounge. There ' Miss Jones, twisting one of her black found en0L
definite bibliographies for each curls, registers nothing. A dictaphone tne work .
and delegates are expected ' takes down; it does not take in.
j
enough tea





Teachers will Give Free Lectures
on Nature and Cost of War,
Means of Prevention
Hanover, N. H.-(ACP)—War has
it in its appearance on the extra-
curricular study program of Dart-
Interest in warfare has been so
manifest that certain members of the
nouth faculty have organized a
course that deals with the various
phases of conflict.
Prof. Bruce W. Knight, sponsor of
the series of eighteen evening meet-
ings Is open, without fee, to anyone
who wishes to enroll.
"No college, so far as I know," said
Prof. Knight, "offers a general course
on war. This apparently strange gap
in the curriculum may be due to sharp
departmental cleavages of the social
sciences. Of course the problem is
a broad one. A teacher in a given
department knows something of war
but mainly the part Immediate to his
keep thrill-hunters out
Nevertheless, we have
students willing to do
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Critic Reveals T[BEr:N DWsLuLuLJ':°'ju ' ,y En,ertr Exhibit Offers 1=
Theater Trend L ,—;l L.terah.re Glosses Students, Books |s
Float Designs for Competition {Continued from Page l. Col. 2)
Expressionism and Drama of Which Closes March 11
Social-Consciousness are
New Leading Aspects The competition for Float Night
:
designs is now open to all students
SOCIAL VALUE IN THEATER will be Gilbert and Sullivan Operettas.
Everyone should submit a plan; little
Sheldon Cheney, well-known author artistic ability is required and all we
and critic of the theater and pioneer need are some original ideas. Choose
in the so-called "New Movement" in any score from your favorite operetta
the American theater, gave a talk on and have your friends help you. The
Where is the Theater Going? to a competition closes in two weeks and
capacity audience in the art lecture
Spectator always included
hose who did not care to
program will include a
Mr. Willard of the
English literature department of the
game of ombre, as played in Pope's
Rape 0/ the Lock. It is hoped that
the program may be concluded with
general singing and country dancing
by the audience.
room on Tuesday, February 27.
Mr. Cheney, in answering this ques-
tion, dealt with two leading aspects
in the modern theater, expressionism
The former is merely a label for the
vivid and new effects obtained in the
theater today, and he pointed to Gor-
don Craig as one of the first great
experimenters in this new phase of
theatrical history- As for the second,
he stated that the most exciting work
being done in the American theater
at present was involved with the ac-
tivities of workers, theaters and WPA
projects. These two forces, he em-
phasized, were the great constructive
currents of the last twenty years.
Next Mr. Cheney turned to specific
illustration. He told of the activities
of the theater in Russia, which has
the richest and most expressive stage
in the world today, where the theater
is a very highly social art. and where
interesting attempts are being made
to synchronize plays to the Russian
(Continued on Page 8. Col 3)
Hatheway. 123 Severance hall,
March 11. Simplicity, irregular
lines, and few and bright colors
important in planning your i
Making a float is lots of fun anc
that everyone will try to r
An Average Class?
{Continued from Page Col
"Miss Brown?"
Miss Brown, thumbing rapidly
through yesterday's notes with a fran-
tic look on her face, mumbles "Oh,
a—
," and gives a sigh of relief as she
sees the class grind volunteer.
The Professor also looks relieved, but
is she really satisfied when she hears
her own phrases repeated verbatim In
the same rut. Above all, be thought-
ful enough to know that there is some-
thing wrong with this picture, that i
At the risk of repetition we agaii
quote Lincoln StcfTens another part o
whose "Autobiography" was the sub
ject for a short editorial in the News
several weeks ago. Steffens studied at
the University of California in Berke-
ley, entering in 1885. His observations,
written some fifty years later, express
better than we could the need for in-
tellectual curiosity and a real student
"Knowledge
ew—members of our student body, we
Tre all equallv lazy, equally phlegmatic
about he learning we e re supposedly
here to acquire, Marks rmve just come
/e are willing to wager that a
good n ;ne-tenths of us are disgusted
vith what we have or h
A new semester, with new opportuni-
;ies, is just beginning. Now is the
.ime f jr you and you nd for us to
>egin » make creativ use of our
as well as of our fountain pens-
or our evening sandals.
1937
FEDERAL COLLEGES OPEN
(ACP)—The Federal government is
ow conducting a novel college course.
*he course is given in "Freshman
College Centers" which have been es-
aed to give employment to needy
teachers and to provide freshman col-
lege work for young men and women
could not otherwise continue
their schooling. Up through October.
ch Centers had bee
ne states, These Centers
ir first year college coursi
full credit is given.
At Last—The Swimming Pool!
To the Wellesley College News:
Ever since we have been in college
entertained interesting bul
ions about having a swim-
Sporadic efforts to raist
money have swelled the fund, anc
with each addition there has been in-
creased enthusiasm for the project
The college has taken this as evidence
the fact that the student body
want its Swimming Pool and P.
on Center. This year the Trustees
and the Undergraduate Committee
giving you a chance
whether or not the Swimming Pool,
better still, the entire Recreation
Center will be started this June. It
T up to students and
relatives and friends
whether next year's classes will enjoy
le facilities of this new building.
The details of the trustee and £
dent plans are outlined in the article
it page of this issue,
propose to offer to every studen
opportunity to do her part toward
realizing this project. The seni
prospective alumnae, are urged to be
as co-operative in their efforts and as
welfare of the college
xisting Alumnae have shown
year. The other classes have an
i greater motive for action; they
the students who may actually
i into the pool next year if our
Make Democracy Work!
he Wellesley College Veil's:
by Jane M. Shugg "40, and
framed manuscript leaves lent
s Graf '38 and Jeanne Wysor
perhaps the most significant
features of the exhibition. The former
is one page, illustrated with wood-cut
Manuscripts, Examples of Early ! 0°rtraits b >" M Wohlgemuth, master of
„...,. ' Aibrecht Dui
Printing, and Autographs are
„, tne great
Among Items on Display emburg by Anthony Koberger
first edition
WILL LAST TO MARCH 15
A page from the Nuremburg Chron-
teenth century books, some pages from
fourteenth century illuminated manu-
scripts, along with first and signed
editions of various periods, are among
the outstanding items of the studenl
exhibit of rare books now on view ir
the cases outside of the Treasure roorr
of the library. This exhibition ha;
just been arranged and will remain or
view until March 15.
The leaf from the Nurembun;, Chron-
This work, compiled by Hartman Sche-
del, attempted to tell the history of
the world from the beginning through
to the time of writing, and generously
left three blank pages at the end for
the remainder of history after that
date! Of the two framed manuscripts,
one is from a Book of Hours, probably
of French or Flemish work, giving
Psalms 38 and 39 and the responses for
"the third hour (tierce) on Tuesday,"
while the other is a page of music of
Italian workmanship, an Antiphonary,
presenting music for the Mass of tho




Optical and Watch Repairing
Rooms for visiting guests of
Wellesley Students
Breakfasts served.
DWIGHT R. CLEMENT, D.M.D.
COPELAND MERRILL, D.M.D.
DENTISTS
Wellesley Square Phone 1900
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST






vestigates the bill, and measures pub-
lic opinion in determining which bill
shall receive a place on the legisla-
ture's calendar. Whether a bill is im-
portant enough to pass beyond the
committee is judged by the amount
of popular feeling behind it. Public




mittee in the present legislature ot
special interest to students. A bill
against compulsory military training,
has been introduced by Representa-
tive Charles H. Morrill of Haverhill
drafted as an amendment to chapter
ments, categorical and independent.
The relation of knowledge to life,
to student life, was Ignored, ar
for questions, the professors asked
them, not the students; and the stu-
dents, who had no intellectual curio-
—in examinations What I want-
ed to know was buried deep under al
this 'college stuff' which was called
"The unknown is the province of the
. it was not assumed that
curiosity or the potential
scholarship, and achieve-
far
can remember now, the professor
titude was right for most of the
dents who had no intellectual c
sity. They wanted to be told not
what they had to learn, but what they
had to want to learn—for the purpose
of passing."
With the exception of a few—
a
We are asking every girl i
to contribute something. We are ask-
ing each one of you to give according
to your ability to give, and accord-
ing to your interest in having a place
on campus next year where you may
take a friend or date any day or eve-
ning for a few hours of swimming,
squash, badminton, or bowling. Write
home to your parents now. They
know about the project already, for
they have received letters from the
Trustees and the Undergraduate com-
mittee. Add your own personal en-
thusiasm to their conception of the
project. Urge them to give, and when,
next Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday,
your house representative asks for
give as willingly and as generously as
you can. It is not charity—it is for
your own personal enjoyment and
benefit. If you can give fifty dollars
give that. Make checks payable t(
the Wellesley College Swimming Poo
Fund. We need only $50,000 to en-
able us to break ground in Commence
ment Week of 1937!
Barbara E. Phinney
Chairman of the Under-graduate
I Committee
eral Laws. The proposed bil
Bill Number 1082, specifies tl
training shall not be give
z schools during regula
;, and that "no pupil shall be
required to take part in any military
military training without the writte
nt of his parent or guardian." A
military training courses in the co
leges and universities would be o\
: present bill allows exemptic
military training only for tho;
physically unable to drill, or for men





Teachers Oath Bill which is
fully elsewhere in the News
; up for hearing on Tuesday
LAST CALL FOR BERMUDA
Only limited number of reservations left on the "Queen."
But wouldn't you like to spend a week cruising on the Volendam
and docking for 2M: days at St. George?
Not a moment wasted. Swimming, basking, biking and dancing
to the music of the Dartmouth College Orchestra?












n Education. Best of all,
ommittee hearings. Your
effective, if, and only if,
your name and opinion
FOR SfX DA YS




its most distinguished film offering






ALL SEATS ARE RESERVED
Matinees 55c and 83c; Evenings 55c, 83c, $1.10





Sign now for bus to Teachers'
Oath Hearing March ;;—9:;i(t a.m.
Price — Will approximately equal
train fare to Boston.









in last week's article about Nexhmie
Zaimi's book The Daughter of the
Eagle. The book does not include her
experiences in America, it is entirely
about her life in Albania.
Mr. Cheney Reveals
Destiny Of Theater
(Continued From Page 7, Col. 1)
audience- He recounted other experi-
in Germany, emphasizing the power
of the speaking choir in the drama as
first used in Berlin twelve years ago.
He continued to say that reflection
of the Theater Art movement of the
second decade of this century, which
had first nourished the technique-con-
sciousness and aesthetics of expression-
ism, was now to be found mostly In
college theaters and theater workshops.
The fact that today we speak of the
"art of the theater." thinking of it in
integrated terms, shows a definite re-
volution In thought due to this influ-
Before closing his lecture with a
series of lantern slides, which showed
the development of scenery in the
theater s
ing also how relatively short a period
realistic scenery has been used in view-
ing the history of the theater as a
whole. Mr. Cheney stated it was with
ALUMNAE NOTES
Married
.she Mayer 36 on February 5,
to Chester Libman, Harvard '35.
I Leftist work These, he Mid. ar-
il because the necessary passion
behind the work produced. "There
The UV1li"*li-\ « MfRC rliaptcr
the American Red Cross is ve;
happy to report that the recei
for Flood Relief amoun
$568.17.
sary to take what this faction offers
and weld it to the values of a truly
great drama and staging heritage to
produce a great and significant theater.
Library Displays
Unusual Editions
also, as an example of earlier unbound
printed work, a leaf from the Specta-
tor, dated Thursday. May 29, 1712, with
an essay by Addison.
There are several autograph items of
interest, all modern. A signature of
Kipling done shortly before his death,
and a typed letter also signed by him
and dated January 11, 1935 were con-
tributed by Mary L. Moore '39. A
letter signed by A. Edward Newton,
best known among American biblio-
philes, and a charming essayist besides,
accompanies a first edition of his
Amenities of Book-Collecting, This
and a signed, limited edition of John
Galsworthy's plays were lent by Elaine
Graf '38, while Edith Iglauer '38 con-
tributed Arabia Infelix and other
Poems, a slender volume by Aldous
Huxley, signed by the author.
Two other items of importance are
Jane Collier's "Essay on the Art of
Ingenious Tormenting
. . . with proper




with some general instructions
ior Plaguing all your Acquaintance."
lent by Katherine Montgomery '37.
and a book of copper plates illustrat-
ing Dante's Divine Comedy belonging
to Edith Pratt '38. The former is a
well-worn tome, printed in London
1759, a second edition, corrected, which
attests to the popularity of that in-
peniously entitled treatise. The latter
is a slender volume, bound in vellum
and delicately tooled in gold.
First editions are variously repre-
sented with a copy of Shaw's Pygma-
lion as it appeared in Everybody's
Magazine. 1914, one of a few bound es-
pecially for the author; a learned book
WJIlia,,,iincsin- Medicine by <
Buchan, first published in Boston, 1809;
copy of Huxley's second published
book, The Defeat of Youth; and first
editions of Stevenson's Master of Bal-
lantrae, Longfellow's Tales of a Way-
nn, Swinburne's A Channel Pas-
ind Tennyson's The Holy Grail.
ir original cloth bindings. These
lent by Dorothy Frye '37, Elaine
Graf and Edith Iglauer.
ss Lilla Weed, through whom the
jit was arranged, commented on
exhibit, "Although it is not so
great in quantity, it is of good
quality."




uss the controversy wag-
Lhe A. F. of L. and the
id during May their sub-
center on Governmen l's
Labor Disputes. The plan
:hree meetings per month,
outside speaker, open to the whole
college; the first meeting will be held
in Severance on Monday. March 1.
The Civil Liberties committee head-
ed by Barbara Lieberman '37, and
Erma Goldbaum '38, has undertaken
to present the report of the Senate
committee on the Teachers' Oath bill
to house meetings and to see that
the opinion of the college is ade-
quately crystallized for the framing
a petition to be




. . . sun-cured in the tobacco
fields of Turkey and Greece
. . . these are the spicy leaves that help make
Chesterfields an outstanding cigarette.
It takes good things to make
good things . . . and there is no
mistaking the fine quality of these
costly Turkish tobaccos in Chest-
erfield cigarettes.
: Myers Tobacco Co
